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Bottom Fishing

Friday, 12:05 p.m., October 29th

It was the next to last full day of the final north coast sailing
of the Pacific Duchess for the season. The ship would arrive in
San Francisco Sunday morning and switch to a Mexican
Riviera route that evening. This seven-day cruise originated in
San Francisco, with ports of call in Victoria, Vancouver,
Seattle, and now, Astoria.
The Pacific Duchess Shore Excursion Tour Manager had
been stationed outside on Pier 1 at the Port of Astoria since
shortly after its eleven a.m. arrival, reviewing procedures with
the tour coordinators who were charged with assisting
passengers queue for their respective purchased excursions.
Twelve excursions were available – including four area
sightseeing tours; five tastings tours of wineries, micro-brews,
or local cuisine; and three outdoor activities tours including a
charter fishing excursion. The tour manager assigned his own
four excursion staff as coordinators for the four largest
excursions, the other eight were coordinated by “volunteers”
from the ship crew who presented themselves well and weren’t
scheduled to work in their respective departments until later in
the day.
Rodrigo was the coordinator responsible for the fishing
excursion. He was a Filipino waiter whose shift didn’t start
until prep for dinner in one of the formal dining rooms at four
thirty. The tour manager had scheduled Rodrigo as the tour
coordinator for the charter fishing expedition every Friday the
entire season, after being badgered by Rodrigo to do so.
Rodrigo had served on a fishing crew for a season with a
Scottish fishing vessel before signing on with Duchess Cruise
lines. He liked to talk shop and show off his fishing knowledge
with the excursion passengers as they checked in to wait for
the shuttle bus that would transport them to the adjacent East
Basin Marina.
Fishtoria Charters was the name of the company contracted
to conduct the charter fishing excursion, advertised as a four3
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hour adventure starting at one o’ clock – with boarding
beginning at twelve thirty. Bottom Fishing was the featured
activity.
This afternoon’s fishing excursion had sold out, with twenty
slots filled. The sellout made the tour manager all the more
stressed when, shortly after he touched base with Rodrigo, he
received a frantic call from the charter. Fishtoria Charters’
captain was phoning to cancel, as two of his three deckhands,
car-pooling together, had just been in a head-on collision on
their way to the marina, and were taken to the hospital by
ambulance.
There were major financial incentives for Duchess’s tour
manager to make his excursion quota for the season. He had
just met the quota, clearing his target by just a few hundred
dollars. This cancellation would put him back under. The tour
manager pleaded with Fishtoria’s captain, stating he could
provide a qualified deckhand from his own staff – a hard
worker who could make them forget that they still had been
one man down. Fishtoria’s captain agreed, provided that the
cruise deckhand would just work for tips, because he couldn’t
imagine they could come close to getting the paperwork
straight.
Duchess’s tour manager went to work on Rodrigo, who
didn’t have to be asked twice – but needed the tour manager to
clear Rodrigo’s afternoon waiter schedule. The tour manager
shifted into bartering mode – the economic engine of the
cruise ship crew. Similar to Burning Man, the economy below
the passenger decks was not dependent upon cash. Goods,
services, and favors were typically subject to trade between the
crew. With one phone call, the tour manager extracted Rodrigo
from his first shift with the early seating in the dining room, in
exchange with granting the head waiter a comp excursion
during the Mexican Riviera season.
So it was that Rodrigo checked in his twenty excursion
passengers – there were zero no-shows – and boarded them,
along with himself into the waiting shuttle, to be whisked off to
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the East Basin Marina for four hours of bottom fishing with
Fishtoria Charters.
It wasn’t a problem that Fishtoria was short one deckhand,
or that Rodrigo was new to the boat, and a bit rusty with his
former trade. The fishing season was past its prime, and there
wasn’t a lot of fish to be caught off the Pacific waters of Astoria.
Rodrigo was kept busier fetching beers and water bottles than
conducting the final landing of any bottom dwellers such as
rock fish, sea bass, quill back, tiger rock, yellow tail, vermillion,
china rock or lingcod.
Fishtoria’s captain felt a little bad for Rodrigo, given that
fishless passengers were notoriously bad tippers. The captain
did his best to engage his guests in constant conversation, and
repeatedly had everyone pull in their lines to try new spots
where their luck might change.
The boat was just into its last hour, trolling some rocky
structure within eyesight of the marina, when a heavyset
middle-aged couple, wearing his and hers Oregon Ducks
football jerseys, each yelled “fish-on” almost simultaneously.
Fishtoria’s captain signaled his one remaining regular
deckhand to assist the lady and motioned for Rodrigo to assist
her husband.
Both fish put up quite a fight. The captain shouted out he
wouldn’t be surprised if they were lingcod. He idled the boat,
letting the two passengers reel in quite a ways before having
his deckhands take over for the actual landing. The lady’s fish
came up first, the captain working the gaffing hook. All the
passengers gathered around, to admire the catch that exceeded
thirty pounds, while the deckhand prepared the fish for its
final journey.
Rodrigo’s fish was even larger, putting up a herky-jerky fight.
The captain, wanting in on the action, took over and instructed
Rodrigo to work the gaffing hook. Only Rodrigo had a close-up
view of the monstrous lingcod. It was hideous and apparently
diseased. Rodrigo called over to the captain – informing him
he was going to release the fish.
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Fishtoria’s captain angrily instructed Rodrigo to do nothing
of the sort. The captain estimated the fish would weigh-in over
fifty pounds. They would land the fish, let the passenger view
his catch, and then release it, if they must.
Rodrigo shook his head, before dropping the fish into the
landing area. The passengers circling the landing area gasped
and stepped away as the fish came into view. It bore open
sores, was discolored to a gray-green tint and seemed facially
deformed.
True to the captain’s word, the husband wanted to view his
catch. He knelt down with Rodrigo – the disgusting
appearance and snarling nature of what seemed to be a lingcod
didn’t seem to register with the fisherman.
Fishtoria’s captain, now sizing up the horrendous fish,
understood Rodrigo’s initial concern. He ordered Rodrigo to
unhook the Norwegian cod jig from the fish and release it.
Rodrigo wasn’t sure why he felt a wave a fear as he gripped the
lingcod’s lower jaw firmly with his left hand and worked a pair
of needle-nose pliers into its mouth to extract the lure. The
fish truly did unnerve him. As he worked to release the hook,
the fish’s jaw overpowered him, clamping down and biting him
savagely. Rodrigo screamed in pain, his hand and pliers still
inside the monster fish’s mouth.
Before the captain could get to Rodrigo, the husband –
kneeling behind him – scooted over next to Rodrigo, grabbing
the fish’s jaws, working to pry them open. In seconds, he
succeeded; Rodrigo popped backward, still screaming, his
hand covered in greenish-gray goo.
The lingcod lurched forward, sucking the husband’s left hand
into its mouth. He let loose a startled cry of expletives as the
captain called for the other deckhand. Fishtoria’s other
passengers, horrified, stepped backwards to the railings of the
boat.
The captain tended to the husband, pulling on him, while the
deckhand tugged on the lingcod’s lower half. Quickly they
separated the two. Fishtoria’s captain cut the line, got control
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of the fish with the gaffing hook, then lifted the lingcod up and
tossed the hideous fish back into the ocean.
Above the screams of several of the ladies on the boat, one of
the passengers chastised the captain for tossing the fish
overboard. “How could you put that thing back into the sea
where it will infect other fish? And what if the doctors needed
to test the fish when they check out these people it bit?”
Fishtoria’s captain turned around, pointed at a number of
the hysterical passengers, and looked his inquisitor in the eye.
“Did you get a good look at that thing? Did you? I don’t think
you did, or you’d be thanking me for getting it out of this boat
and away from your fellow passengers.”
Rodrigo and the husband were both doubled over, writhing
in pain, their bitten hands covered in gray and green bile and
slime.
“Can a lingcod do that, sir?” asked the dumbstruck
deckhand, staring at the two fallen men.
“Not any I’ve ever seen,” the captain replied, also focused on
the two. “You better grab our first aid kits, quickly, and tend to
them. I’ve got to radio in to the Pacific Duchess and get their
medical crew on standby, and then calm down these
passengers.”
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Lawyers, Guns, and Zombies
Like the star of Bethlehem, a meteor-like object appeared in
in the Black Rock desert night sky, three days before the start
of the annual Burning Man event. The object struck into the
desert hills, firing projectiles into anyone that wandered too
close. Soon the desert possessed a growing zombie population.
The temporary community of Burning Man, called Black
Rock City, soon was under siege. One of the desert’s frequent
massive dust storms masked the zombies’ arrival. A torrential
rain storm followed, trapping the over sixty-thousand
residents inside, as the black rock playa surface becomes an
impassable sea of muck when combined with water.
Two days after Burning Man opened, during the week
leading up to Labor Day, over eleven-thousand Black Rock City
residents had become infected with what was subsequently
called “Gorman’s disease,” named after Alan Gorman, the
retired Air Force physician who first alerted authorities to the
zombie threat. Many of the infected perished as available
military, law enforcement and National Guard finally took
back control and fenced in Black Rock City. The uninfected
were evacuated, while those infected were to remain inside the
security fences surrounding the city.
The aftermath of the outbreak of Gorman’s disease at
Burning Man brought about an army of lawyers that some
pundits quipped matched the government response in
numbers and intensity. Nearby Gerlach, Nevada seemed to
have doubled in population during the two months following.
Temporary quarters were secured for insurance claims service
offices, private investigators, media posts, special interest
groups, government offices, Indian taco trucks, and seemingly
more than all those combined – branch law offices. On top of
that, there were the protestors and family members, living out
of cars or RVs.
The flood of lawsuits was almost immediate. Burning Man
survivors wanted to recover their possessions still inside Black
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Rock City. Families of those deceased or injured during the
Burning Man incident sought recompense. Families of those
still remaining inside Black Rock City pursued petitions
ranging from declaring their loved ones deceased, to
pronouncing them alive and free to exit the premises or receive
visitation. Insurance companies were being sued for untimely
or inadequate resolution of claims. Black Rock City LLC, the
organization behind Burning Man, was suing various
government agencies over their response during the Burning
Man festival. Almost everyone else, it seemed, was suing Black
Rock City LLC.
Rapid court orders stemming from petitioners on behalf of
those left inside the Burning Man security fences, required that
those inflicted with Gorman’s disease be provided adequate
daily supplies of water, nutrition, and protection from the
elements. These orders initially prohibited use of lethal
weapons by security forces inside the fences, until multiple
incidents occurred with staff being overwhelmed and bitten.
Guns were soon allowed back in to accompany security forces.
Then there were the end-of-times religious groups ensconced
in Gerlach. Just like in nationally televised football games
where one could count on viewing persons placed behind the
goalposts waving signs inscribed John 3:16, televised crowd
shots in Gerlach predictably had someone on the background
holding a large placard emblazoned with Revelations 20:13.
The verse varied in wording according the version of the New
Testament in use – but a typical reading would be something
like “And the sea gave up the dead in it; Death and Hades gave
up the dead in them; and all were judged by what they had
done.” Followers – ignoring that the timeline pre-dated their
belief in the age of the earth according to Genesis — pointed
out that Black Rock City resided in the prehistoric lakebed of
Lake Lahonton, which was once a sea the size of one of the
Great Lakes. They held that this was evidence of Revelations
20:13 now taking place in a sea from “biblical times.”
If responding to the seemingly endless onslaught of
litigation; court-orders that sometimes conflicted; a plethora
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of political inquiries; proposed legislation, and religious fervor
wasn’t a challenge enough, then the ambiguity of jurisdiction
over the many facets of the aftermath surely was.
No one in authority initially wanted to preside over the
domain of zombies, but everyone it seemed wanted to share
their opinion in how to handle zombie affairs. Ultimately it
required a presidential executive order to name the
Department of Homeland Security responsible with overall
jurisdiction over issues relating to security, research,
reporting, and disposition of the affected region and its
inhabitants, which included coordinating the inter-agency
resources of the CDC, National Guard, BLM plus state and
local agencies.
The central question was, were those inflicted with Stage II
Gorman’s disease to be classified as living or deceased? Were
they, in present form, to be considered human with inalienable
rights? The Department of Homeland Security, in concert with
the District of Nevada U.S. District Court and the Attorney
General’s Office, bought time with the pronouncement that
until adequate research was completed and findings were put
forth by the CDC and Surgeon General, the question would
remain unanswered, leaving litigation, court orders, special
interest groups, insurance settlements, estates, and proposed
legislation in limbo. Any such pronouncement was still
considered to be months away.
DHS did provide some operating guidance: (1) An extended
radius of five miles beyond the Burning Man security fences
was a quarantine zone, thus preventing visitation from families
or other stakeholders; (2) Any newly discovered cases of
Gorman’s disease identified outside the quarantine zone were
to be transported to the zone – this did occur on several
occasions with straggler zombies that didn’t gravitate to
Burning Man after the initial meteor impact; (3) research on
subjects with Gorman’s disease was to occur in a designated
facility in the general vicinity – no infected cases were to be
transported outside the quarantine zone other than to the
nearby research facility for any reason – which was
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necessitated after two initial zombie exports for CDC research
resulted in new infections; (4) the assets inside the quarantine
zone including vehicles, structures, and personal items were to
remain undisturbed by security forces other than when
required, to ensure the safety of personnel or inhabitants, until
such time as DHS determined that inventory, transport and or
retrieval of such items could safely occur; (5) the infected
inhabitants would be inventoried and tagged with a GPS
embedded ankle band as feasible over time; (6) security forces
were to refrain from shooting infected inhabitants or otherwise
using deadly force, except in self-defense – with guidelines
issued regarding avoidance of engagement with inhabitants
whenever possible – along with requirements for incident
reports and administrative hearings whenever deadly force
was deployed; (7) infected inhabitants that ceased to
demonstrate signs of “life” were to be collected for research or
cremation as feasible and (7) court orders requiring water,
nutrition, and protection from the elements were interpreted
as to necessitate daily filling of water troughs and provision of
nutritive sustenance at designated stations, as well as
assurance that adequate structures remained intact to provide
shade and shelter from dust storms or precipitation.
The Black Rock City zombies weren’t quite the same as those
from legend. They required minimal amounts of water, and
possessed working digestive systems. So far, the zombies had
generally sustained themselves on the meager provisions
provided to them. Few “expired” cases had to be collected for
research or cremation. However, winter was rapidly
approaching in the high desert and the first snows were
expected anytime. It remained to be seen how the zombies
would fare in the bitter cold.
The Air Force’s interest in the extra-terrestrial origins of the
meteor was dashed the day after Burning Man was secured.
The globular object in the small meteor impact crater selfdestructed with a small explosion when lifted by portable
crane. This disappearance of evidence allowed an alternate
theory as to the origins of Gorman’s disease to be advanced.
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Zombie Profiteers
Bruce Kepner resided in a compound he purchased in the
Black Rock Desert near the ghost town of Sulphur. He placed
himself in exile at that location after spending a number of
years as a coder in India. His time in India had been preceded
by his meteoric climb in the American dot com world, followed
by the subsequent crash. After his high-profile venture-capital
backed startup collapsed, he had undertaken a second dot com
initiative, using angel funding from family and friends, which
also failed.
Bruce had a difficult time sitting still. His wiry 5’10” frame
seemed in constant motion. He paced around the outside of his
trailer, waiting for Alan Gorman’s arrival. He rubbed his
fingers through his neatly groomed goatee and his head
covered with short, jet black hair that bore occasional gray
streaks.
Shortly after the meteor’s fall into the Black Rock two
months earlier, Alan Gorman went searching for a missing
friend who had called Alan excitedly upon witnessing the
meteor’s descent from a distance. Alan soon found himself
trapped in the basement of a nearby ranch house full of
zombies.
Alan, a target shooting enthusiast, eventually shot his way
out of the house, as well as two additional zombie-occupied
locations as he searched for a phone to notify the authorities –
being there was no cell coverage in the heart of the Black Rock.
His search eventually brought him to Bruce’s compound,
where zombies had chased Bruce and his visiting fantasy
football comrades onto the roof of an abandoned structure on
Bruce’s property.
Alan Gorman arrived again at Bruce’s compound, a mere ten
days after that first encounter, when Alan introduced himself
by shooting every snarling zombie that had trapped Bruce on
the roof. Now Alan was under contract with the Department of
Homeland Security, and had shown up to help broker a deal on
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